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the technological state of the art, i2 bus technology by elcom, is the perfect the i2 bus 6-wire video
technology permits the design of very complex build- solution for use in high-end residential
construction, office facilities and ad- ing communications systems supporting up to 256 units. the
use of multiplex ministration buildings. flexible in use and thus highly functional even with a couplers
allows the construction of very flexible infrastructures. a number of few components, i2 bus
technology allows.. mainstream technology for multi-unit building systems. best in class at home
office systems. the technological state of the art, i2 bus technology by elcom, is the perfect the i2
bus 6-wire video technology permits the design of very complex build- solution for use in high-end
residential construction, office facilities and ad- ing communications systems supporting up to 256
units. the use of multiplex ministration buildings. flexible in use and thus highly functional even with
a couplers allows the construction of very flexible infrastructures. a number of few components, i2
bus technology allows.. elcoms i2 bus technology allows the design of very complex build- solution
for use in high-end residential construction, office facilities and ad- ing communications systems
supporting up to 256 units. the use of multiplex ministration buildings. flexible in use and thus highly
functional even with a couplers allows the construction of very flexible infrastructures. a number of
few components, i2 bus technology allows the.. audio system for multi-unit building systems. elcom
technology is designed for professional installers and specialists in the field. and in the long run, the
audio system will be a part of the building and will ensure a high level of comfort for the building
occupants. the product quality is outstanding thanks to the high-quality input from the leading
manufacturers in this area and the use of the latest technologies. it is also designed for a wide
variety of applications, ranging from residential to commercial..

Hager Planungssoftware Elcom 5.1

hager vertriebsgesellschaft mbh & co. kg. provides solutions and services for electrotechnical
installations in residential, industrial and commercial properties. electrical engineers, planners,

architects as well as wholesalers and end customers can rely on this claim every day. and this with
over 45,000 saleable products. print products remain indispensable for direct customer contact

especially catalogs. in order to meet customer needs as precisely as possible, hager provides one
customer with no less than five different catalogs. all of them have the same number of pages

around 1,000 pages per catalog and are updated every two years. today, the doors of buildings are
becoming increasingly more intelligent. in the coming years, they will become capable of providing

far more functionality than ever before. the doors will communicate with other systems in the
building. they will take part in critical functions such as opening and closing the building. as a result,
the doors will become an active part of the building. in building technology, these door systems are

known as intelligent door systems. from closed doors with a simple lock to sophisticated smart locks,
elcom has developed a wide variety of solutions for intelligent door systems. elcom is a specialist in
door communications and.. the use of color in interior design is changing in architecture, and interior
designers often need help in the conception of color-rich interior spaces. in this context, hager offers

its hager color consultant service. this service is a professional color consultant in hager design in
friedrichshain-kreuzberg. this includes the creation of a color concept for a specific room and its

implementation on the wall and floor surfaces. 5ec8ef588b
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